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My submission is in reference to following term of reference: 
 

In considering effectiveness of Victoria’s operational response to the 2019-20 fire season, 

IGEM should particularly consider: effectiveness of public information and warning 

systems. 

 
By way of background I am a retired CEO of the Northern Territory Government department 
responsible for Community Services Economic Development and Regional Services. I 
additionally have 29 years’ experience in the Northern Territory  Police including as the 
Commander for the Darwin Region including the role as Counter Disaster Controller with 
extensive training and experience in this area particularly as it relates to the preparedness 
and response to cyclones including related community messaging. 
 
I have an established residence in Marlo, Victoria where I was with my family (wife and two 
teenage children) over the 2019/20 Christmas period. 
 
From the outset like all 'debriefs' I want this submission to be treated as feedback where 
there needs to be learnings and recognition of 'how can we do this better in the future'. 
 
I wish to focus on some public information issues and my observations, specifically as they 
relate to the Marlo area. 
 
 

• The order to evacuate East Gippsland made through a number of platforms including 
text messaging, on 29/12 was too generic, vague and lacked information on the specific 
threat and actual risks.  Whilst heightening anxiety the messaging failed to provide 
information for people to make informed decisions. If the messaging was ignored, which 
appears to be largely the case, I believe it was because it failed to connect with 
individuals and communities who had no relevant supportive information around 
specific risks.   This messaging was further confused as the general belief was Bairnsdale 
was apparently safe place to go to, i.e. if it was OK to go to Bairnsdale was it also OK in 
other areas? 

 

• Closure of areas in isolation such as Cape Conran Campgrounds without first advising 
other campgrounds in the area that they should consider; 
 
(a) evacuating or closing and, importantly 

(b) not accept new arrivals (from campgrounds that were evacuated)  

 

did not address the need to evacuate people from the area. 
 

• On 30/12 there was a community meeting at Marlo CFA which was addressed by 2 CFA 
Community Liaison Officers.  For whatever reason the CLO's were late and the interim 
gap was taken up by the local CFA Commander who did a good job of advising those 
present of what he knew (which was limited). 
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The CLO's arrived, and I can only say their capabilities of performing their role was 
underwhelming.  There was NO introduction and NO communication of the purpose of 
the meeting.  The structure of the meeting i.e. how the meeting was to run (i.e.briefing 
followed by questions etc) was not set, no sooner had the CLO's started and people 
commenced asking questions, and instead of using this as a trigger by the CLO’s to set 
the meeting protocols, the meeting quickly deteriorated to a Q/A session addressing 
individual peoples particular circumstances, (I recall at one stage discussions were 
around the best route for two backpackers to drive to Sydney even discussing which 
turnoffs they should take etc).   
 
The community place of safety or refuge was simply referred to as ‘Pats farm' too bad 
for the residents and holidaymakers there if they didn't know where Pats farm was).   
 
At one point we all got berated (literally yelled at) from the CLO standing up in the back 
of the truck on “Why are you all still here - you need to get out”.  
 
Irrespective of the merits of why we were still there (at Marlo) the reason we were still 
in the meeting was we were all STILL waiting for a professional briefing on the;  
 
(a)  Situation  
(b)  Scenarios/ Risks  
(c)  Considerations etc;  

 
to enable those present to make considered and informed decisions on what to do.   
 
Whilst many people left the meeting quite annoyed at the way they were spoken down 
to what is critical is that people left the meeting uninformed and had to make decisions 
based on a chaotic and unprofessional Q/A session. 
 
During this chaotic Q/A it came to light that if Marlo was under threat the local warning 
system was the continual sounding of the fire siren - to differentiate from the normal 
call out short blast - (the relevance of this will be referred to later in this document). 
 
My teenage children commented to me ‘what was all that about’ and I had to agree it 
wasn’t very good.  We were lucky to have community networks to piece together what 
we hoped was a relatively accurate appreciation of the situation. 

 

• On 3rd January there was another Community meeting; this time led by the local Police 
S/Sgt from Orbost.  The meeting was far better structured and run although there were 
a number of interjections from other Agency personnel who appeared to need  to have 
their 30 seconds of fame. 
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It was during this meeting it came to light from a residents question, almost as an aside, 
that the emergency warning system for Marlo (siren sounding) no longer applied as the 
siren had been disconnected.  Whilst the reasons for this were explained the community 
had lived through a week where we understood a continuous siren was the emergency 
warning when in fact it had been disconnected.  This was a critical change of plan that 
should have been communicated to the community. 

 

• On 19 January there was another community meeting at Marlo CFA led by a DELWP 
employee who I understand to be a Marlo local.   

 
The briefing was informative however at the start there were issues which I believe 
reflects the poor capabilities / training of those involved in community messaging.  The 
meeting room was absolutely packed with as many people again outside on the front 
lawns.  This was eventually resolved by conducting a secondary briefing after the first 
however we first had to listen to the following (paraphrased) introduction;  

 
“There shouldn't be this many people here it is for Marlo residents only and there are 
many people here who I do not recognise”.  He encouraged that those that did not fit his 
criteria of Marlo residents known to him to leave the meeting to let others in.  This was 
understandably ignored by one and all.  I didn’t recognise him either…so all those that 
the presenter didn’t know on sight were supposed to exit??  Not a great way to start a 
meeting.   

 
During this meeting some feedback was given to the CFA LO's on the presentation and 
content of information releases to the public ,  instead of a “ thanks for that we'll take it 
on board and look into it” or a “there is a reason and it's....”  either which would have 
been a satisfactory response they were dismissive and said words to the effect of “ 
everything is on the website and it is what it is”. 
 
There were many other completely unprofessional responses but I also understand that 
those providing the information were under stress and had been working incredibly long 
hours in a situation which would not have been encountered by many of them before. 

 

THREE SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS 
 
1. I went to 3 Community Briefings at the Marlo CFA.  These were separately led by  

(a) CFA,  
(b) VicPol,  
(c) DELWP.   

The underlying observation of this is that it gave me no confidence on understanding 
who the lead agency was, who was in control or at least who the lead agency with 
responsibility for community messaging was. 
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2.  Those government staff leading community meetings should all; 
 

• Be adequately trained. 

• Be properly prepared and briefed. 

• Prior to the meeting they should brief other emergency service workers as to their 
role and conduct during the meeting (if there is conflicting information sort it out 
before the meeting).  Generally they would be invited by the moderator to add any 
further information he/she wished them to add, not to interject. 

• Follow a standard script with key messaging & Questions at the end 

• Be respectful to the audience 

• Be flexible to the situation (if room is full work around it) 
 
3. There is no Community Fire Plan for Marlo.  From my position such a plan needs; to be 

simple, to be developed by the experts in this area, involve the community, be agreed, 
be documented and communicated, maintain currency and flexibility, be able to support 
residents to make informed decisions in times of emergency. 

 

AN ANCILLARY COMMENT 

 
With my experience in cyclones that cause widespread infrastructure damage and road 
closures from fallen trees, powerlines and other debris the community messaging is based 
on safety; however  where emergency services are overwhelmed as they were in this case 
people should be able to make considered decisions around access, safety and ancillary 
issues to their individual properties.  It is critical they maintain an ability of independence 
and self-determination.   

 
Messaging may and could include the dangers of fallen powerlines and risks associated with 
burnt trees when clearing road debris as they do in NT cyclone response missives.    I have 
no experience in bushfire recovery but was surprised in the messaging "residents are to 
immediately stop cutting their way out of closed areas", surely denying people who may 
well have all the expertise and tools the right to clear an access road that may not otherwise 
be ‘assessed’ and ‘addressed’ for an extended period  is taking risk avoidance to the 
extreme.   

 
 
 




